We consider the problem of learning the dependence of one random variable on another, from a nite string of i.i.d. copies of the pair. The problem is rst converted to that of learning a function of the latter random variable and an independent random variable uniformly distributed on the unit interval. However, this cannot be achieved using the usual function learning techniques because the samples of the uniformly distributed random variables are not available. We propose a novel loss function, the minimizer of which results in an approximation to the needed function. Through successive approximation results (suggested by the proposed novel function), a suitable class of functions represented by combination feed-forward neural networks is selected as the class to learn from. These results are also extended for countable as well as continuous state-space Markov chains. The e ectiveness of the proposed method is indicated through simulation studies.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following problem: Given a nite string f(X k ; Y k ); 1 k mg of copies of the random-variable pair (X; Y ), to learn to estimate Y k given X k . The usual procedure is to nd a function h such that a suitably de ned error between h(X k ) and Y k is minimized (for example, if the mean-square error between the estimate h(X k ) and Y k is to be minimized, then it is easily seen that h(X k ) = E Y k jX k ]). Now given such a \best" estimating function h, the estimate of g(Y k ) given X k is g(h(X k )). But clearly g(h(X k )) need not be the best estimate of g(Y k ) given X k . 1 function, the system can learn the conditional mean of Y k given X k . In contrast, our approach aims at not only learning a particular conditional average, but also learning an approximation of the conditional distribution.
In this paper, we discuss two cases: Firstly, when the given string f(X k ; Y k ); k 1g consists of i.i.d. copies of the random-variable pair (X; Y ); and secondly, when Y k = X k+1 , fX k g is a Markov chain (with either a countable or continuous state space) and we desire to learn its occupation measure. In the former, we extend the results of 2] by considering an alternate loss function, while we make use of some results from 3] to arrive at the latter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the i.i.d. case in detail. For the sake of completeness, we rst give a brief review of the results of 2]. The new loss function is given in x2.2. In section 3 we extend the results for Markov chains. Appendix A gives the results of simulation of the learning algorithm on a number of synthetic problems. We conclude with some continuing work in section 4.
The i.i.d. Case
Let (X k ; Y k ); k 1 be independent and identically distributed pairs of random variables taking values in C 3 = C 1 C 2 , where C 1 < l and C 2 < d are closed bounded subsets. Let ; ; denote the laws of (X 1 ; Y 1 ); X 1 ; Y 1 respectively. Then we can write (dx; dy) as (dx; dy) = (dx) v(x; dy) (2:1) where x ! v(x; dy) is the regular conditional law of Y 1 given X 1 , de ned -a.s. uniquely ( 4] , Ch. 3). Now the problem is to learn the conditional law x ! v(x; dy). To this end, the problem is rst converted into another equivalent problem via the following theorem ( 2] , Theorem 1; see also 1]).
Theorem 2.1 Given an i.i.d. sequence (X k ; Y k ), k 1, as above on some probability space, there exist a measurable function f : C 1 0; 1] ! C 2 and a sequence of i.i.d. random variables f k g de ned on a possibly augmented probability space such that each k is uniformly distributed over 0; 1], f k ; X k ; k 1g are independent and Y k = f(X k ; k ); k 1 (2:2) 3
Hence the problem is reduced to that of learning the function f in (2.2).
Let F M be the set of measurable functions C 1 0; 1] ! C 2 , and F F M a distinguished subset thereof that will serve as the hypothesis space for the learning algorithm, i.e., the approximation of f, denoted f, is sought from F. Let L : F F M ! < + be a loss function, i.e., L(f; f) has the interpretation as the loss associated with deciding f when the target function is f. Then, the problem is to choose a function f 2 F that minimizes L(f; f).
Before discussing the learning algorithm, we have to make appropriate choices of the loss function L(f; f) and the hypothesis space F.
Choice of loss function
This subsection gives some preliminary motivation for the choice of loss function.
If we had a control on the random variables f k g featuring in (2.2), we could learn f by minimizing the mean-square di erence between Y k and f(X k ; k ), where f 2 F is the current approximation of f. But f k g are not known except for their distribution. Thus the next best thing to do is to generate f^ k g that mimic f k g in law, i.e., f^ k g are i.i.d. uniformly distributed on 0; 1] such that f^ k ; X k ; k 1g is an independent family. One may then compare fY k g with fŶ k g,Ŷ k = f(X k ;^ (k)), k 1, for a proposed f. This comparison cannot be made sample path-wise, as f^ k g, f k g are unrelated except in law. Hence we can compare (X k ; Y k ), (X k ;Ŷ k ) only in law, i.e., if^ is the law of (X 1 ;Ŷ 1 ), we can compare ,^ as elements of P(C 3 )(=the space of probability measures on C 3 with the topology of weak convergence). A standard metric on P(C 3 ) is the Prohorov metric de ned by ( 4] , Ch.2):
( 1 ; 2 ) = inff > 0 j 1 (A) < 2 (A ) + ; 2 (A) < 1 (A ) + ; for all Borel A C 3 g where A = fx 2 C 3 j 9y 2 A such that k x ? y k g. is, however, not computationally tractable, and hence an alternate equivalent metric is used, where
where fg n g C(C 3 )(the space of all real-valued continuous functions on C 3 ) is a bounded countable convergence determining class ( 4] , Ch. 2), i.e., it satis es:
Correspondingly, the loss function L(f; f) can be taken as
where a i > 0; P N i=1 a i = 1. (2.4) di ers from (2.3) in the following: It has only a nite number of terms in the sum (to make the loss function computationally tractable), it has more general weights fa n g, and nally, the modulus has been replaced by its square (to make it di erentiable with respect to certain design parameters to be de ned later). A natural approximation for and^ is given by the empirical measures n and^ n respectively, de ned by 
We shall successively modify the above loss function further after the choice of F is made in the next subsection. Thus the search of f can now be restricted to those of the form (2.7). Correspondingly, we can modify the empirical loss functionL(f; f) (via a simple`conditioning') aŝ where fh l g C(C 1 ) is a bounded countable convergence determining class (i.e., R h l d n ! R h l d ; 8l ) n ! in P(C 1 )). Again, for computational tractability, we desire to match (2.10) for only nitely many h l , i.e.,
Choice of hypothesis space
Now, by Theorem 2.2, there exists a f which satis es (2.11) and can be expressed as
The ideal loss function corresponding to (2.9) in our set-up would be
Let^ n (dx; dy) = n (dx) v n (x; dy). Then v n is the`empirical conditional law' of Y k given X k . Now one approximation of the above loss function is
This is a better choice for the loss function than (2.8) because whenever (2.13) is zero, then so is (2.8), but the converse, in general, is not true. However, this loss function requires the knowledge of v(x; ), which was the goal we started with. Hence we consider the following loss function instead:
where N = M O (notation chosen so that we can give a uni ed exposition for (2.8) and (2.14) in the following). (2.14) is minimized in the limit (i.e., as n ! 1), by exactly the same set of solutions that minimizes (2.13). That can be seen as follows: (2.14) can be rewritten as (by adding and subtracting R g m (y)v(x; dy) within the square, and then expanding the square appropriately):
In (2.15), the rst term in the summand is independent of the parameters j and f j ; 1 j N + 1. The last term goes to 0 as n ! 1, as shown below:
The only remaining middle term in (2.15) corresponds exactly to (2.13) (after using (2.12) in the latter). Hence the claim follows. NowL n is minimized over the choice of from among (N + 1)-dimensional probability vectors, as well as over ff j g from the set of measurable maps from C 1 to C 2 . We can restrict our attention to continuous f j , as continuous functions are dense in L p -spaces for 1 p < 1, and by Lusin's theorem ( 10] ), given any measurable function on C 1 , there exists a continuous function which agrees with the given function outside a set of arbitrarily small positive measure.
We can now use some parameterized family of continuous functions to learn f j 's. In particular, we can consider the family of continuous functions that can be formulated as a speci c type of feed-forward neural network: The class of two-layer networks with an unrestricted number of sigmoidal units in the rst layer and a linear unit in the second layer. Hence the learning structure consists of N + 1 two-layer feed-forward networks, stacked in parallel and receiving common inputs, and a linear unit in the last layer whose N + 1 inputs are the outputs of the aforementioned nets, and whose corresponding weights are j ; 1 j N + 1.
Learning Algorithm
The learning algorithm is as follows: Given T n = f(X 1 ; Y 1 ); . . . ; (X n ; Y n )g, the set of training samples, Compute f n 2 F such that f n = arg min f2FLn (f; f), whereL n (f; f) is given by (2.14), Output f n .
The above algorithm requires that the function f is chosen to be a global minimum of L n (f; f), which is usually di cult to achieve. Thus we can use a variant of the above algorithm which performs local search to nd f. As described in (x2.2), each f 2 F can be interpreted as the output of a linear unit whose inputs are the outputs of N + 1 neural nets. We can train the aforementioned neural nets using the Back-Propagation algorithm 11] so as to minimize the loss function (2.14) (or (2.8)).
More speci cally, since each f j ; j = 1; . . . ; N + 1, is speci ed by a set of weights of a neural net, f can be parameterized by these sets of weights and j 's. Therefore, we can perform search in the weight space to nd the minimizer f ofL n (f; f) in F. We can use the gradient descent approach to accomplish the goal in two steps. In the rst step, j 's are updated as
where is the learning rate parameter. In the second step, the weights in the (N + 1) neural nets are updated using the Back-Propagation algorithm, i.e., for all weights w rs where @O r (k)=@w r st ; r = 1; . . . ; N + 1, can be computed using the Back-Propagation algorithm. In the actual implementation of the algorithm, the weights are updated after every input-output pair seen, as done in usual practice.
The Markov Chain Case
In this section, we generalize the results of the previous section for Markov chains.
Let fX k g be a stationary Markov chain on a countable state space S. We assume, without loss of generality, that the states are labeled as f1; 2; 3; . . .g. Let v = ((v(i; j))) i;j2S be the transition probability matrix for fX k g, i.e., the probability P(X k+1 = j j X k = i) = v(i; j). If 2 P(S) is an invariant probability measure under v, we associate with the pair (v; ) an \occupation measure" 2 P(S S) de ned by The set of all occupation measures, with prescribed , will be denoted by G. We are interested in learning the transition probability matrix v. For this purpose, we rst convert the problem into that of learning an appropriate function via the following result (analogous to Theorem 2.1).
Theorem 3.1 ( 1] , p. 1098) Given a S-valued Markov chain fX k g, there exists a measurable function f : S 0; 1] ! S and a sequence of i.i.d. random variables f k g such that each k is uniformly distributed over 0; 1], f k ; X k ; k 1g are independent and X k+1 = f(X k ; k ); k 1 (3:2)
Remark 3.1 Since the state space S is countable, we can obtain an explicit representation of X k+1 in terms of X k and k (the latter being as given in the statement of the theorem):
where I is the indicator function and v( ; 0) = 0.
As before, we would like to learn the function f. But as the samples corresponding to are not available, we instead learn an approximation of f, denoted f, by matching N moment functions g l : S S ! <; 1 l N, i.e. E g l (X k ; f(X k ; k ))] = E g l (X k ; f(X k ; k ))]; 1 l N (3:3) or, equivalently, to learn an approximation of , denoted , such that where N = M O. 12 As before, we consider a parameterized family of functions to learn f m from. Here neural networks, in general, may not be the best choice as the functions are maps over a countable space. But, if the chain is on an integer lattice (i. e., on a subset of Z d for some d 1) whereby it can be embedded in a Euclidean space, and the functions to be learned have some \nice"
properties, e.g., jf(i) ? f(j)j K ji ? jj; 8i; j 2 S, for some K < 1, then we can indeed use neural networks in conjunction with an appropriated quantizer, to learn the functions f m 's. In such a case, a learning algorithm similar to one for the i.i.d. case, can be used to train the neural nets so as to minimize the loss functionL n (f; f).
Conclusions
We have considered the problem of learning the stochastic dependence of one random variable on another, from a nite string of copies of the pair. The problem formulation has been adapted from 2]. We have improved upon some of the results of 2], by suggesting an alternate loss function when the given string consists of i.i.d. copies of the random-variable pair. We have also extended the results for the case when the given string is a Markov chain over a countable state space, as well as for when the state space is continuous. We have given simulation results to indicate that our approach performs well on standard problems.
A Simulation Results
In this appendix we give the simulation results for the problems discussed. In xA.1, we discuss the i.i.d. case. The simulations for the discrete state-space Markov chains are given in xA.2. We also discuss the extension to the continuous state-space Markov chains in xA.3.
A.1 The i.i.d. Case
We rst give the simulation results for the i. We consider six synthetic problems. For all the problems, we have used two-layer feedforward neural nets with sigmoidal hidden units and linear output unit to learn f j ; 1 j (M + 1). The neural networks are trained using the Back-Propagation algorithm so as to minimize the loss functionL(f; f) (A.1) (see x2.3 for other details). As in usual practice, we use the momentum term to update the weights. The training is stopped when the incremental change in the average loss function (averaged over input-output pair) goes below a prespeci ed threshold. We give the results in terms of a table which includes the following entries:
#Iter, the number of iterations taken for training. One iteration stands for the number of input-output pair over which the loss function is averaged, L o , the error (value of the loss functionL(f; f)) at the start of training for the given moment functions f g m g, TL o , the error at the start of training for the test moment functions fG m g, L f , the error at the end of training for the given functions f g m g, TL f , the error at the end of training for the test functions fG m g.
The error for test functions is computed using the loss function (A.1) with f g m g being replaced by the given test moments fG m g. We include this error so as to indicate that the learnt function f approximates well the averages of functions other than the ones used for training f g m g. and a 2 = 0:4. Each of the 3 neural nets has 2 hidden nodes. The number of input-output pair over which the loss function is averaged, , is taken to be 200. Table 1 gives the performance of the algorithm for the above chosen parameters. Figure 1 gives the plots of \E g m (Y )jX] v/s x " for both the training functions, g m (y), and the test functions, G m (y). As the plots indicate, the algorithm not only performs well on the training functions, but also well-approximates the averages of the test functions.
In the next three problems we take x (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 < 2 , with each component of x being uniformly distributed over 0; 1]. The parameters are taken as in the above problem except that each neural net now has 5 hidden units. The target functions are :
The performance of the algorithm is summarized in Table 1 . f(x; z) = 1 1 + exp(?kxk z) (A.6) f(x; z) = q kxk 2 + z 2 (A.7)
Again, Table 1 gives the performance of the algorithm for the above target functions.
A.2 The Markov chain case
In this section we present the simulation results for the discrete state-space Markov chains. In the following, we consider ve problems. The rst four problems are for when the state space of the Markov chain is nite, and the last problem is for in nite-but-countable state space. In all the problems, we have used two-layer feed-forward neural networks with sigmoidal hidden nodes and linear output nodes, for learning m ; f m ; 1 m M + 1. Table 2 gives the performance of the algorithm for the above chosen parameters. Here we take N = 20 and i = 50 . The parameters are the same as in the previous example except that the number of hidden nodes in each neural nets is two. The performance of the algorithm is summarized in Table 2 . Here we take N = 10. The parameters are assigned the same values as in the previous example. Table 2 Here we take N = 50. The parameters are taken as in the previous examples. The output of the algorithm is given in Table 2 .
Example 5: Finally, we consider the M/G/1 Queuing system, i.e., a single-server queuing system whose arrival process is Poisson with the average arrival rate . The service times are independent and identically distributed with some unknown but xed distribution. Let N(t) denote the number of customers in the system (those in the queue plus any in service) at time t. Since, in general, fN(t); t 0g need not be a Markov chain, we consider the process fX k ; k = 0; 1; 2; . . .g, where X k is the number of customers in the system at the time of departure of the k-th customer. Now fX k g can be shown to be a Markov chain. Furthermore, it can be shown that the limiting distribution of the number of customers N(t) observed at an arbitrary point in time is identical to the number of customers observed at times of departures of customers ( 14] , Ch. 5), i.e., (A.14)
Since the service times are assumed to be i.i.d., then so are fY k g. Let be the limiting probability measure for P. We are then interested in learning an approximation of so as to match a given set of moments f g m ( ); m = 1; . . . ; Mg of the steady-state average number of customers in the system, which by (A.13) is :
where is the occupation measure for (v; ), i.e., (i; j) = (i) v(i; j). Hence the problem falls in the framework analyzed in x3.
In the following, we consider the service process to be hyper-exponential with two components, i. e., if T denotes the service-time random variable, then Here we take = 0:3, 1 = :6 and 2 = 1:5. The average arrival rate is = 1:0. We consider the rst and the second moments of X k for matching, i.e., g 1 = y and g 2 = y 2 ; while the test moment functions are G 1 = y 3 and G 2 = y 4 . Finally, each of the 3 neural subnets in the learning structure has 6 hidden nodes. The performance of the algorithm is given in Table 2. A.3 Extension to continuous state space
In this section we discuss the simulation results for the continuous state-space Markov chains. The problem formulation remains the same as in the discrete case except that now X k 's takevalues in a closed bounded subset C of < l ; that is, given a nite string fX k ; 1 k mg, we desire to learn the transition probability distribution x ! v(x; dy). A result similar to can be proved by identical arguments, which can justify using such a loss function.
In the following, we consider ve problems. We use feed-forward neural networks with sigmoidal hidden nodes and linear output nodes, for learning m ; f m ; 1 m M + 1. As indicated above, we specify the transition probability distribution of fX k g for the problems by giving the f such that X k+1 = f(X k ; k ). The rst problem we consider is for the target function f(x; z) = sin ( (x + 0:5 z)) (A:17) where x is uniformly distributed over 0; 1]. As in the discrete case, we match two g m (y) functions: namely, y and y 2 , with a 1 = 0:6 and a 2 = 0:4. The test functions G m (y) are taken as y 3 and y 4 , with a 1 = 0:6 and a 2 = 0:4. Each of the three neural nets has two hidden nodes. Table 3 gives the performance of the algorithm for the above chosen parameters. It also summarizes the results for various other target functions.
Finally, we discuss an example from queuing theory. Consider a GI/G/1 queue: Let f n g be the sequence of inter-arrival times to the queue, and let f n g be the sequence of service times.
The time spent in the system by the n-th customer, denoted by X n , satis es the following recurrence relation: X n+1 = (X n + n+1 ? n+1 )If n+1 X n g + n+1 If n+1 > X n g Here we take both the service process f n g and the arrival process f n g to be hyperexponential (A.15). The parameters for f n g are: = :7, 1 = 6:0 and 2 = 3:0; and for f n g are: = :6, 1 = 4:0 and 2 = 2:0. The performance of the algorithm is given in Table 3 .
